
SelfieSign’s biggest advantage is our patented technology, SVS 
(Selfie Video Signature), an innovative solution, that offers the 
recording of the whole signing process as part of the signed 
document like no other electronic signature platform does. 

The video recording of the signing process embedded in the 
SVS file is easy to use yet highly secured, lowers the 
uncertainty of electronic signature usage, serving the purpose 
of fully expressing the signer’s willingness to sign, the signer’s 
current situation of being mentally and physically aware of the 
signing process, and guaranteeing the document is signed by 
the person intended.

Financial Services

Bank account application, 
Credit card application, Online 

loan application

Real Estates
Real estate documents, 

Online renting contract,Real 
estate entrustment

Education Institutes
Admission letter, Leave 

Application Form, Parents 
agreements, Note for events

Sales
Insurance contracts, Quotation, 

Purchase Order, MDA

Human resources and  
Administrative Support

New hiring announcements, New 
recruits contracts, Internal 

announcements

Healthcare
Medical consent, Clinical 

trials consent
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iMeeting

Face OTP

On Premise

SelfieSign key features are the robust, innovative, eco-friendly, 
and customizable solution. We provide a solution that
integrates with enterprises’ systems and can be customized 
according to enterprises’ needs.

Flexible 
Managements

Manage and search 
documents easily, check and 
manage signing status at 
anytime

Video Signature

Recording signing process 
simultaneously, deters fraud 
and reduces the chance of 
hacking.

Remote Signing
You can use browsers, iOS 
amd Android apps to sign 
anytime and anywhere.

Fully Recorded
Every signed documents 
can provide traceable 
information like time, 
location, video

Create Templates
Edit columns freely and 
designate signing order,  
create templates rapidly

Completely Legal
Compliance with Taiwan 
"e-Sign law", eIDAS of EU 
and ISO ����� regulations

Confirm the contract, sign, and record the signing 
process to ensure the validity of the signature. The PDF 
file will have embedded video images, signatures, 
audio, and video recording of the signing process, 
making remote signing process safe and efficient.

FaceOTP deters hackers from stealing OTP 
passwords with � layers of security: OTP, facial 
recognition, body liveness detection added with 
password entering procedure recorded.

SelfieSign provides customized integration 
services according to enterprises' needs.

API
Seamlessly go paperless with SelfieSign API 
components embedded into your systems to 
upgrade your signature system.

Advanced Services from SelfieSign

SelfieSign is a perfect solution for any industries

SelfieSign Features

The premier choice for digitizing financial signatures of Taiwan
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